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Jeffrey Jay Kinsel
1956-2020
Jeffrey Jay Kinsel passed away on April 23, 2020. Jeffrey was known as "Texas Jeff" by all
of his friends and family. Jeffrey was born on October 1, 1956 in Houston Texas where he
grew up with two older brothers, John W. Kinsel Jr. and George Davie Kinsel, and one
younger sibling, his sister, Karen Kinsel Henry. Jeffrey was a hard core biker and he was
riding motorcycles the moment he could get a motorcycle liscense at 15. Jeffrey went to
motorcycle repair school as a teenager and he could take apart a motorcycle and put it
back together again in a short amount of time as he has done many times.
Jeffrey worked as a warehouse supervisor for Winston Mfg. which his father, John W.
Kinsel, founded in 1959 and also Royal Guard Corp.
Over the years he had a total of 18 Harleys and 1 Indian motorcycle. Jeffrey had many
good friends that he knew over a span of 40 years from Houston Texas, Daytona Beach
Florida, Hollywood California and around the world. He was generous and had given
some of his motorcycles away and at times sold some to those who made small payments
so they could have a nice bike to ride. Jeffrey's first wife of about 10 years of marriage,
was Georgeann Furgeson (b.1954-2018) who was the love of his life and she also not
only loved to ride Harleys but she was raised with parents who loved riding too. Jeffrey
and Georgeann had one child together, a son, Jeffrey R. Kinsel and they raised
Georgeann's first daughter, Keri ann Green, together.
Jeffrey's death was preceded by his parents, John W. Kinsel (Nov. 6, 2002) and Laura
Kinsel (April 4, 2017) Jeffrey was cremated and his ashes were spread over his favorite
area where he made several bike trips to in Oklahoma. Jeffrey will be sorely missed by all
of his family and friends.
A memorial page made by Jeffrey's sister Karen is on facebook: http://facebook/groups/Te
xasJeff

Comments

“

Karen Henry sent a virtual gift in memory of Jeffrey Jay Kinsel

Karen Henry - June 11, 2020 at 04:42 PM

“

I love you Jeff. I know you are in heaven with the Lord and having a nice time with mom
and dad and friends there, plus all the pets we've had in childhood. I miss you and it
chokes me up to write an Obituary for you but I wanted to do that for you. I pray that it's all
that you would have wanted it to be and that all your friends and family will visit and share
some nice memories. I will see you some day when I arrive in heaven. Till then, know that I
love you and miss you more than ever.
Karen - June 11, 2020 at 04:46 PM

“

Sending prayers to the Kinsel family for your loss. Trey and I loved Jeff and his lovely
parents. Thanks for the nice words Karen.
Jayna Kinsel
Jayna Kinsel - March 24, 2021 at 09:26 PM

